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Todays presentation will look at the progress of the development of meshblocks. 



Overview of presentation

Why Mesh Blocks?
The Status of Mesh Block 
Implementation
Address Coding to Mesh Block
Review of the ASGC

Briefly look at why this journey to implement mesh blocks was undertaken.
But focus more on the where to from now question
Update of the status of their development
Look at enabling technology of address coding
Finally briefly discuss a plan fro reviewing the Aust Standard Geographic Classification (ASGC)



Census collection is a huge logistic exercise 
- need for efficiency in collection
CD design constrained by collection 
requirements 

boundaries visible on the ground - physical 
features
Size based on workload
Must aggregate to Local Government Area

Not ideal criteria for an output unit.

Why Mesh Blocks?
The "dual purpose" CD

You can see the criteria for CDs are based around efficiency for collection rather than output requirements.
With approximately 30,000 CDs any savings that can be made in this process are very significant
So compromising CD design with output unit design is not smart economics
It doesn't matter if output units don't align with physical features, or if they are smaller than the CD



Population 359
Dwellings 201
Area 0.173 sq km
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A typical urban CD

This gives a picture of the typical urban CD



Australia's largest CD

230,131 Sq Km
slightly smaller than UK and Vic
more than twice size of South Korea
larger than the whole Korean Peninsula
37 dwellings
316 people
3 NPD
250 people



Changing CD boundaries - Difficult to 
relate statistics longitudinally

Thick green = 2001 SLA
Bright/thin green = 2001 CDs
Black = roads
Blue = rivers

Another factor with CDs that makes them not ideal for Output Units is their change over time.
This slide shows the extend of CD boundary changes for an area near Nerang.
These changes can be caused by:

 population changes 
as construction of new roads or infrastructure
changes to LGA boundaries



Better output units?

Need for a smaller unit as a building 
block to integrate statistics based on 
different units
Stable over time - can track changes
Protect confidentiality
The Mesh Block!

So if we can break the link between collection units and output units we can have more relevant criteria applied for output 
units.
Criterial like these
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What do Mesh Blocks look like?

Residential

Parkland

Other

Education

Hospital

Commercial

Education

This slide shows how MBs look for an area near Belconnen
Note the MB types are:

Water Park Residential
Industrial Commercial Educational
Hospital/medicalAgricultural Other
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Grape Bearing Vines in the SLA of 
Swan (C)
The Statistical Model

Vines (Bearing)  840.9 ha

Total Area of 
Shire

104,200ha

Vines (Bearing) 0.8%of area of 
Shire

The benefits of smaller units

The statisticians model looks something like this. This is an example of grape growing areas in a SLA of Swan, in the 
Swan Valley of WA.
Mapping the tabular data results in something like the above map



 

Grape Bearing Vines in the SLA 
of Swan (C)
The Mapping Model

More accurate mapping

This is the cartographers way of showing things. The actual locations of the vines are visible.
So the location of the boundary is very important in determining the result. We've seen what can happen by changing 
electoral boundaries - can effect the result of an election
With mesh blocks the statistics can be more accurately mapped



A building block - aggregating to larger areas

Pink - Suburb
Blue - SLA
Green - State Electoral Div.
Red - Cth Electoral Div

Which Melbourne?

So using a small mesh block as a building block makes it easier to apply to statistics to whatever are you are interested in
Here we can see that there are a lot of different definitions of Melbourne!
Mesh Blocks are designed to nest as accurately as possible within a wide variety of administrative and physical 
boundaries and thus will provide almost the same flexibility as geocoded data



Aggregation of Mesh Blocks

This shows how you can accurately build up any area by adding up mesh blocks. The alignment is accurate because the 
building blocks are small and their design criteria mean they are likely to align with many boundaries.
eg Aligning with cadastral parcels, major physical features.
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Mesh blocks in rural areas
The rural locality

This is an example of a rural situation showing the rural locality of Benalla.



Mesh blocks in rural areas
CDs in rural areas

Yellow is Benalla locality
Green lines - suburbs/localties
Red - CDs
Red hatching - CDs within Benalla SLA



BENALLA

The town

Closer settled
areas

With Mesh Blocks

So you can see how CDs relate to MBs in Rural areas.
Better alignment with localities
Smaller units around closer settled areas on the edge of town and in town



BENALLA

separate a National 
Park

With Mesh Blocks

Isolate zero population mesh blocks like national parks, water bodies and nature reserves.



Mesh Block alignment to NRM areas - River Basins

Now lets look at the example of Natural Resource Management Areas.
This is the river basins data set used widely for NRM
There are 245 drainagee basins defined for Australia.



 River Basins and National Action Plan for Salinity (NAP)

Red is the NAP boundaries - align closely with river basins



River Basins, NAP and National Heritage Trust (NHT2)

NHT managment areas also align with state borders



Mesh Block alignment to NRM areas 

Now we superimpose mesh blocks and will have a closer look two areas - the first in a more intensively settled area and 
then a far western area of NSW.



Mesh Block alignment to NRM areas

Here where the mesh blocks are small there is a reasonable alignment with river basins



Mesh Block alignment to NRM areas 

In the far west of NSW the mesh blocks are much larger and alignment is not as good. This is an area we will have to re 
look at after getting census counts next year. May consider splitting up further.



Status of Mesh Block 
implementation

Building process - noting some 
challenges
Feedback
Some outstanding issues
Timetable for future

I'll now run through where we are at with implementation of Mesh Blocks and cover these topics



Status of Mesh Block 
implementation

1st Draft Meshblocks were released in 
September 2005
The project took 11 months
16 People worked on it
We have produced 293,978 MBs

NSW 91,751
Vic 66,410
Qld 56,530
SA 24,427

WA 35,764
Tas  1,069
NT   3,505
ACT   4,453

This has been an enormous task. There are 10 times as many MBS as there are CDs.
If you spent 5 minutes on every mesh block it would take about 18 person years (7h /day, 200d / yr)
Automatically generated but manually checked and editted
Investment for Australia's future.



Feedback

A lot of feedback has been received
Local Government
State Government
Other

Generally feedback has been around 2 
areas

Where something exists that we don't 
know about

We've been receiving feedback since the first draft MBs were released in September 05.



This case shows an area in the NT just outside Darwin
Red points represent addresses coded to property parcels in the G-NAF file from PSMA. This has been an important 
information for us in the creation of mesh blocks



NT feedback revealed an aboriginal town camp that wasn't reflected in base data - resulting in a new MB
Its often the case that if the settlements aren't reflected in the State Cadastres and are not therefore in G-NAF then we 
don't know about them



The second source of feedback is 
where we assume something and its is 
incorrect. Far less prevalent and 
results from issues with the G-NAF file



This shows what you think would be a small subdivision surrounded by undeveloped land
Suburban road network, addresses exist



But in fact it looks like another one of those Queenslander white shoe brigade subdivisions in a swamp - never gone 
ahead.



Some outstanding issues

Locating Dwellings
Rural Fringe Mesh Blocks - zoning
Rural Mesh Blocks - size / alignment
Tracking Changes - numbering MBs

joins - 5 yearly
splits - as growth occurs

Identifying change (growth and 
decline)

Relying largely on G-NAF for location of dwellings - currently inadequate in rural / remote areas
An issue about whether we should consider future planned land use in design of MBs. Currently they reflect what is on the 
ground now - not what is proposed.
Need to revisit alignment with natural features in large MBs, line western NSW
Want to be able to track history, so a numbering system that tracks parent / child relationships has beeen used. Difficulties 
when MBs are merged. (This is not done with CDs)
Need to develop a strategy / methodology for identifying change - particularly growth.



Mesh Block future releases
July 2006 - Draft Meshblocks Version 
2, incorporating feedback. (available)
Mid 2007 (Census or official version) - 
A clean version of MBs with 
adjustments based on Pop Census 
counts.
Post 2007 - Maintenance based on 
splits, merges and nudges to cope for 
growth, decline and further feedback.

Mid 2007 will be first official version of mesh blocks where we have some quality information on number of households per 
meshblock.



How can I associate my 
collection to Mesh Blocks?
Address coding!

This is a critical enabling technology.
2 elements of address coding.

Address validation / cleansing /matching
geocoding

ABS coding systems are based on the 
Geocoded National Address File 
(G-NAF)

Address coding is a critical enabling technology when using mesh blocks
If you want to automatically code information based on an address to a mesh block you need to undertake this step.



Address Coding: G-NAF

Accurate locations 
for 11 million 
addresses
1.5 million 
approximately 
located to a street or 
locality

Mention brown points - geocoded to parcel
Blue points geocoded to street



G-NAF Coverage
Our understanding of 
undercoverage of GNAF based 
on 2001 census dwelling counts
Lack of coverage in most remote 
and some country areas
Brown = poor coverage; Green = 
good coverage

Compares the number of GNAF points in a CD to the estimated number of households based on Census projections.
The success of address coding depends on the quality of your addresses and having a geocode for the address.



Status of rural address 
implementation

State % Implemented
NSW 152 councils, 120 have rural 

component, 60 complete

Qld 75% complete
Vic Largely completed
SA Little has been done
WA 47% complete
Tas Essentially complete (100 properties 

to go)
NT Very small numbers involved - 4 

Councils. Aboriginal communities 
not covered.

ACT 100%

The only way G-NAF will improve is for Local Governments to implement street addressing standards. We have that in the 
cities and urban areas, but its a different picture in rural areas



Address Coding - What is 
available?

ABS uses a number of systems to undertake 
address coding - commercial and in-house

We produce "Indexes" that relate addresses to 
statistical areas - used by software
Working with PSMA to include mesh block references 
to addresses in G-NAF.

Provision of external web service 
AddressCoder@NDN

Will be available soon and code a batch of addresses 
to MB, CD, SLA

Commercial coding options

Large agencies will have their own systems to undertake address coding
For those that don' ABS will soon be releasing a web service to code addresses to statistical areas
Will be limited in terms of address size of batch
Users will need to develop a system to use it
Also have commercial options available eg MapInfo can geocode, then you would need to overlay MBs to assign points to 
mesh block (Until functionality is built into commercial apps)



Review of the ASGC

ASGC provides a common standard 
framework for statistical geography
Annual structures and structures 
updated in Census years only
How much of it is relevant / required?
G-NAF and the implementation of 
mesh blocks necessitate review.

ASGC provides the common standard framework for statistical geography
3 Volumes produced
SLAs part of the Main Structure (Vol 1) - ASGC each year
Census Geographic Areas (Vol 2) - Census years
Urban Centres and Localities (Vol 3) - Census Years
Obviously the implementation of mesh blocks necesitate a review and amendment of the ASGC



Which spatial unit should I use?

Collection District (CD) Smallest unit for which there is 
ABS data

Urban Centre/Locality (UC/L) Town/city

Statistical Local Area (SLA) General small-area statistics

Local Government Area (LGA) Local council

Statistical District (SDist) Regional centre

Statistical Division (SD) Large region

Section of State (SOS) Urban/Rural

Remoteness Area (RA) Regional/Remote

Capital City SD/Rest of State Metropolitan/ex. Metropolitan 

Small Area

Large Area

These are the elements currently in the ASGC
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Other
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The New ASGC 
Structure ?

ASGC

This provides an option for how the future ASGC may look
Introduces a new output unit - probably a similar size as CD 100 - 200 households - optomised for distibution of statistical 
data.
Also a larger area - like a "community" yet to be defined!
Breaks the nexus with LGAs - although MBs would approximate LGAs very well.
Other areas could also be built from MBs and ABS will assist by providing MB Concordances to these areas.



Review Process

A review of the ASGC will commence 
in July 2006.
Process will involve:

Establishing a small reference group
Developing an info paper (~Early 2007)
Calling for submissions
Producing a new classification

Target to complete specification by 
Dec 2007

Finally - the review process.



Thank you


